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Jack Worthingtons life sucks. An old lady
haunts him, his cash well is dry, and hes on
the edge of losing all hope. So naturally,
when he tries to do something good, fate
rewards him by putting a bounty out on his
life. Knowing that his days--or hours--are
numbered, he races to forestall his
inevitable death sentence, but in his travels
unwittingly stumbles upon a potential
catastrophe in the making. Awesome. Now
he has to figure out why the ghosts of
London City are sowing fear and paranoia
into the minds of police and ordinary
citizens, and what it all has to do with the
anniversary of the infamous citywide riots
that occurred one year ago to the day. His
search eventually leads him to a haven for
the citys underworld denizens, where he
must face a vampire with whom he shares a
terrible link to the past, all while trying to
stay alive just long enough to avert the
apocalypse. Some days saving the world
kinda sucks.
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